Information regarding Artifacts submission for General Education
Information you will need for the submission form
Instructor Name
College/School/Branch
Course Number
Student Grade Level
Assignment Type (written, oral, lab report, visual work or representation, etc.)
Assignment Description (however you described the assignment to your students)
Essential Skill and Dimensions
The Critical Thinking Artifacts Themselves - de-identified of student information if possible
The form can take many different artifact types (excel, word, PDF, PowerPoint, etc.) but if you
have a video recording you will have to upload to youtube/equivalent and share the link with us
on the form.
In the submission form, you will be asked to emphasize at least 2 of the 4 dimensions.
Choose two dimensions of the Critical Thinking Essential Skill that are most relevant to the
assignment*
Problem Setting
Evidence Acquisition
Evidence Evaluation
Reasoning/Conclusion
Description of Dimensions for Critical Thinking
Problem Setting - Proficient students of this skill are able to state an open ended problem or
question, appropriate to the context, clearly and comprehensively, delivering all the relevant
information necessary for a full understanding.
Evidence Acquisition - Proficient students of this skill take evidence from source(s) to
sufficiently address the question or problem, with a thorough consideration of its
appropriateness.
Evidence Evaluation - Proficient students of this skill evaluate information taken from source(s),
provide some justified assertions of its credibility, and give sufficient consideration of the
evaluation process itself (such as personal assumptions).

Reasoning/Conclusion - Proficient students of this skill form conclusion(s) logically tied to a
range of information, including opposing viewpoints; related outcomes (consequences and
implications) are identified clearly.

Then you will be asked to upload the artifacts individually.
Please upload a minimum of 4 (maximum of 8) selected artifacts to be assessed.
The artifacts must be uploaded separately. Please also supply the banner ID number
(XXXXXXXXX) of the student who produced the artifact. If the project is a group project, input
all the banner IDs in the field, separated by commas. Once the banner IDs are inputted, press
"Choose File" on the form and select the artifact saved on your computer system.
Note: Formstack allows for uploads no larger than 25 MB at a time. If your student artifacts are
large media files, such as videos, please host them elsewhere (e.g., One Drive, Google Drive,
Dropbox), and post links to each in the field provided on the form.

